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in the sack. Justin only hopes that hot sex is enough to persuade this
spoiled pretty boy to do the right thing. Praise for Dirty Games “A fastpaced, energetic, and steamy story . . . [Dirty Games] delivered.”—All
About Romance “Smoldering and exceptionally suspenseful . . .If you love
romantic suspense, this won’t disappoint.”—What’s Better Than Books?
“A slow burn . . . that keeps you guessing.”—The Novel Approach
“Suspenseful, angsty . . . The chemistry between Justin and Finn is
hot.”—Xtreme Delusions Fall in love with the men of HelenKay Dimon’s
thrilling novels: The Tough Love series: MR. AND MR. SMITH | THE
TALENTED MR. RIVERS | GUARDING MR. FINE The Dirty series: DIRTY
DEEDS | DIRTY GAMES This ebook includes an excerpt from another
Loveswept title.
Escort Skye Warren 2018-03-18 There are many words for what I do.
After all, mine is the oldest profession. I'm an escort, which means this
date is nothing more than a very enjoyable transaction. But once I realize
one night with her won't be enough, I'm the one who's screwed.
Bad Boys After Dark Melissa Foster 2018 Billionaire security expert

Dirty Games HelenKay Dimon 2018-03-20 Sometimes, to get what you
want in business or in love, you have to get your hands dirty. Luckily for
Finn and Justin, dirty comes naturally. Finn Drummond is the baby in a
family of sharks—which means he’s worked twice as hard to make a
name for himself. After learning the tricks of the trade from his brothers,
Finn’s just as ruthless and dominant. Out in the field, his appetites are
legendary: for success, for money, for women and men. But when
supplies from Drummond Charities go missing, Finn has to partner up
with the smoldering ex–Army grunt who’s always challenging his
authority—or giving him mixed signals. Justin Miller wanted his
attraction to Finn to be mutual, but the cocky brat always had a
girlfriend. Who could blame Justin for trying to move on? Despite their
history, they’ve got to work together to figure out who’s been derailing
their humanitarian work. But after Justin and Finn are thrown together
against gunrunners and kidnappers, their simmering chemistry turns
explosive. Turns out, Finn knows how to handle himself in a crisis—and
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Brett Bad has had his eye on his brother's gorgeous legal assistant,
Sophie Roberts, for years. He wants nothing more from her than a single
night between the sheets to satisfy his desires. But Sophie is a whitepicket-fence girl, and she's turned him down more times than he cares to
count. Sophie is all about forever kisses and happily ever afters. But she
can't deny her attraction to Brett, as enticed by his bad-boy behavior as
she is by his devastating looks and his painful past, which she'd like to
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help heal. When Sophie's friend urges her to throw caution to the wind,
Sophie leaves the door to her heart ajar--and Brett charges in. But this
Bad boy doesn't know a thing about romance and has no interest in
forever, forcing Sophie to make her toughest decision yet--follow her
heart or protect it?
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